COLOR + PATTERN

EXPECTATIONS
Information & advice for a
successful countertop project

SEAMS
Patterns with bold or dense veining can be very hard to line up, if you have a large installation, or plan to have a
full height splash, while we will try our best, be aware that these will never perfectly match up. If this concerns
you, you might want to consider a material with a tighter pattern or a solid color.

Heavily veined pattern

“Tighter” or “busier” pattern with less veining

VARIATIONS IN MATERIAL
Quartz is a man-made product, created from natural
materials, which means that the pattern can be
controlled more in the production, however there
can be slight variations in the patterns based on the
materials used.
Some of the patterns are meant to closely mimic
natural marbles and may have added characteristics,
meant to give it the authentic look of marble taken
directly from the earth.
Sparse, dark speckling mimics the mineral deposits found in natural
calacatta marble

Dark flecks in solid, lighter materials
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Light flecks in solid, darker materials
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GRANITE CHARACTERISTICS
Each slab of granite is a unique work of color and
texture created by the forces of nature some 50 to
500 million years ago. Your choice in selecting to use
stone for your project shows an appreciation for these
natural materials and the distinct characteristics that
they possess. We are confident that they will help
create a unique kitchen or bath that will be enjoyed
for years to come.
SHADE & PATTERN VARIATIONS
Shade variation exists in all natural stones. It is
typically more prevalent in stones that have heavy
veining and movement but shading also exists in slabs
that are more consistent in color. Shade variation is
typically most evident where 2 pieces come together,
most commonly seams or backsplash.
Pattern can also vary greatly from slab to slab, even
within the same lot. We encourage customer to view
a full slab before choosing granite for their project. If
you prefer a little more consistency, you may want to
consider a quartz product that offers book matching.

Color variations of Giallo Ornamental
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Color & pattern variations of Fantasy Brown Brushed

Pattern variations of Oscuro Mist
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FISSURES
Fissures occur naturally in many stone types. A fissure is an extensive crack, break, or fracture in the rock. The
term “fissure” is used in the stone industry to describe a visible separation along inter-crystalline boundaries.
The separation may start and stop within the field of the stone or extend through an edge. A fissure differs from
a crack in that it is a naturally occurring feature in the stone.

Lakeside Surfaces has over 25 years of experience in
more than just countertops. Check out our capabilities
and on your next project, let us do the hard part.

Surfacing services for every application:
Kitchen & bathroom surfaces
Backsplash
Tub surrounds
Shower walls
Mantels
Fireplaces
& more
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Ask your kitchen and bath
retailer to be sure that
Lakeside Surfaces is your
countertop provider.
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